Editor's comments:

I have checked the revised manuscript as well as the review comments of the referee. Hence, I have following observations:

1. The author does not revise the Methods according to review comment of Zij.

2. In conclusion section, Zij suggest to add some references. However, the author does not add any reference.

3. Pad suggests that Photo A-D should change to Figure and re-numbering the Figure but authors do not change it. The author just replaces A-D by 1-4.

Therefore, I suggest revising the manuscript again.

Author's feedback:

The corrections were done on the issues

1. The author revised the Methods according to review comment of Zij (collection procedure of secondary data).

2. In conclusion sections, according to Zij suggestion, about 5 references have been added.

3. According to Pad suggestion the author changed the figures number instead of Photo A-D.